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Abstract 

The Solar Heating and Cooling Roadmap (2014) set a main focus “on increasing the share of solar thermal energy for the 
domestic hot water and space heating demand per building, from about 25% to about 60%” with installed systems on or near the 
buildings. The suitable implementation area at building level is limited, and optimally oriented facades have to be considered. 
Facades integration adds pre-requisites to the design specifications of the solar thermal collectors, mainly related to the 
architectural acceptance and good conversion efficiency. A novel solar-thermal collector was developed to specifically address 
the main challenges brought by facades implementation. The collector with trapeze shape (0.67 m2 active area, 69.42 % nominal 
efficiency) is used as building block in arrays with various surface areas, shapes and colors, well matching the variety of the 
buildings facades. A comparative analysis of the solar-thermal arrays of three trapeze collectors and traditional rectangular 
collectors is presented in the paper. Three facades of single- and three of multi-family houses are comparatively analyzed 
considering architectural acceptance, functionality, durability (limited tracking) and thermal power output.  
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1. Introduction 

The EU solar-thermal strategy developed by the European Renewable Heating and Cooling Technology Platform 
outlines that by 2030 renewable could supply over half of the heat used in Europe, and has specific focus on 
buildings (responsible for about 40% of the demand). Consequently, the EU Strategic Energy Technology (SET)  
Nomenclature 

B beam irradiance 
Bn_Max  beam irradiance at the minimum acceptable tilt angle on the façade (70⁰) 
Bn_Min  beam irradiance at the maximum acceptable tilt angle on the façade (110⁰) 
Bn_V  beam irradiance on the vertical facade (tilt angle: 90⁰) 
G global irradiance 
P thermal power 
Tin inlet temperature of the thermal fluid in the solar-thermal collector  
Tout outlet temperature of the thermal fluid in the solar-thermal collector  
Ta ambient temperature 
Tm inlet and outlet arithmetic mean temperature  

T variation of the thermal fluid temperature from inlet to the outlet of the collector/array 
ts solar time 

 efficiency 
0 nominal efficiency 
 tilt angle 

 
Plan outlines the need to increase the solar fraction of the building technologies, preferentially by installing solar-
thermal systems. 

Thus, new, efficient and affordable solutions are urgently needed, to extend the implementation of solar-thermal 
systems in/on the buildings. The available suitable implementation area at building level is not very large, therefore 
all places optimally oriented to receive a significant amount of solar radiation should be exploited, including 
facades.  

Key issue is the market competitiveness of these solutions, further mirrored by the need for high conversion 
efficiencies, obtained using commercial materials and mature manufacturing technologies for the components and 
assembly. Building integration additionally requires architectural and social acceptance, thus solar-thermal collectors 
with non-traditional colors and shapes, easy mounting, easy maintenance and dismounting (plug and play). The 
solar-thermal technology supporting these new collectors should further insure an accurate control to increase 
efficiency (e.g. by decreasing the thermal losses), and supporting the durability by avoiding overheating (thus 
limited and controlled tracking can be employed). 

For facades integration best suited are the flat plate solar-thermal collectors. The broad majority of this type of 
low temperature collectors are large (1.5…2 m2) and of rectangular shape. Alternative solutions are reported as the 
trombe solar-thermal walls. Recent reviews outline the challenges in modelling, [1], and the advantages and 
disadvantages [2], among which critical maintenance and architectural acceptance.  

The solar-thermal arrays to be integrated in active solar-thermal facades differ from a regular assembly of solar-
thermal collectors through specific architectural design prerequisites (colors, shapes), safety in construction, easy 
maintenance and efficiency, [3]. Recently, several solutions were reported, as those with internally extruded pin–fin 
flow channels, [4] that offers high efficiency but does not approach the overheating issue, or the ACTRESS façade, 
[5], based on rectangular solar-thermal collectors 

The concept of non-traditionally shaped flat plate solar-thermal collectors for solar-thermal facades or for other 
visible parts of the buildings is rather new and was proved as viable through large right triangle shapes, in the 
BIONICOL FP7 project, [6]. However, meeting the aesthetic constraints can hardly be done by large solar-thermal 
collectors. This is why, Visa et al., [7], proposed lower surface area collectors, with non-traditional shapes, outlining 
various architectural integration possibilities offered by the triangle and trapeze geometries. Further on, a trapeze 
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